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onolayer graphene synthesis via
a facile pretreatment of copper catalyst substrates
using an ammonium persulfate solution†
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The demand for large-area, high-quality synthesis of graphene with chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has

increased for the realization of next-generation transparent and flexible optoelectronic applications. In

conventional CVD processes, various synthesis parameters can strongly affect the quality of the resultant

graphene. In particular, surface engineering of a copper catalyst substrate is one of the most promising

pathways for achieving high-quality graphene with excellent reproducibility. For this purpose, simple wet

chemical etching of a catalyst substrate without toxic fume byproducts or metal ion residues is desired.

Here, we suggest a facile method for preparing a pretreated copper catalyst substrate for highly uniform,

large-area CVD graphene growth. This pretreatment method involves a wet copper etchant, ammonium

persulfate (APS) solution, and gentle ultrasonication (100 W), which do not produce unwanted or toxic

fume byproducts during their reaction. Moreover, this approach does not leave metal ion residue on the

cleaned copper substrates that serves as residual nucleation sites and leads to multilayer graphene

growth. To evaluate the quality of the synthesized monolayer graphene on the cleaned copper catalyst

substrates, we used various characterization techniques, such as Raman spectroscopy and sheet

resistance, optical transmittance, and FET characterization.
1. Introduction

Graphene, which is a two-dimensional honeycomb lattice of
sp2-hybridized carbon atoms, has attracted much attention
since the rst successful separation and characterization of
single-layer graphene in 2004.1 In particular, its promising
intrinsic properties, such as a high carrier mobility, robust
mechanical tolerance and high optical transparency,2,3 provide
great opportunities for utilization in future ultimate scale
device applications. Therefore, many research groups have
proposed several approaches, such as chemical exfoliation,
epitaxial growth, pyrolysis, and chemical vapor deposition
(CVD), for preparing large-area and high-quality graphene.4,5

Among these processes, CVD growth of graphene using a metal
catalyst is one of the most relevant methods due to its capability
with mass production of graphene beyond laboratory-scale
applications.6 As a metal catalyst, a copper thin foil is widely
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used for monolayer graphene synthesis because of its low
solubility of carbon atoms compared to that of other metal
catalysts, such as nickel.7 During the CVD process, various
growth parameters, such as the synthesis parameters such as
the catalyst surface, annealing conditions, pressure, cooling
rate and the types of precursors, signicantly affect the quality
of the synthesized graphene, especially in terms of realizing
large-scale production of highly uniform monolayer
graphene.8–10

Due to the signicant effect of the copper catalyst surface on
the quality of a synthesized graphene layer,11 many research
groups have intensively devoted efforts to improve the quality of
CVD-synthesized graphene by surface engineering of the cata-
lyst surface, for example increasing the copper crystalline size,
removing excessive nucleation sites, and employing atomically
smooth surface proles. To achieve the aforementioned strat-
egies, various pretreatment approaches from precleaning of the
copper surface using wet cleaning agents12,13 to passivating the
surface with an oxide as a “self-cleaning” species14 have been
conducted. Among them, the most commonly used approach
for simple precleaning of the copper surface is the use of the
etched copper substrate with acid-based etching agents such as
nitric, acetic acid, and FeCl3 solution, which can efficiently
remove surface impurity particles or other contaminants.12,13

Although this method is benecial for achieving high-quality
monolayer graphene by reducing graphene nucleation sites,
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 20871–20878 | 20871
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there are several drawbacks in utilizing these etching agents. (1)
They typically leave residual nucleation sites, for example, metal
ion residue, on the copper surface, which leads to multilayer
graphene.13,15 (2) Undesirable or dangerous fume byproducts
such as nitrogen dioxide gas can be produced during the
chemical reaction.13,16 Therefore, new strategies for addressing
these drawbacks as well as for producing uniformly synthesized
high-quality graphene are highly desirable.

Here, we suggest a facile method for preparing precleaned
copper catalyst substrates for high-quality large-area CVD gra-
phene synthesis. This precleaning method involves a wet copper
etchant (ammonium persulfate, denoted as APS) and gentle
ultrasonication; thus, thismethod does not produce unwanted or
toxic fume byproducts during the reaction and does not leave
metal ion residue on the cleaned copper substrate, which can
serve as residual nucleation sites that lead tomultilayer graphene
growth. The synthesized monolayer graphene on the cleaned
copper catalyst substrate was systematically evaluated by
measuring its electrical and optical characteristics. The experi-
mental results support that the proposed pretreatment is bene-
cial for high-quality large-area synthesis of monolayer graphene
in terms of uniformity and reproducibility without environ-
mental hazards. Additionally, we found that appropriate pre-
cleaning of the copper catalyst surface is essential for obtaining
high-quality monolayer CVD graphene, which can be achieved
by simple wet chemical etching of the catalyst substrate.
2. Experimental
2.1. Copper catalyst substrate precleaning

To prepare a cleaned copper catalyst substrate, we started by
attening a commercially available 45 mm � 45 mm sized
copper thin foil (25 mm thick, 99.8%, Alfa Aesar, #13382). The
attened copper catalyst substrate was oated onto the APS
solution prepared by dissolving APS ((NH4)2S2O8, purchased
from Sigma Aldrich) in pure deionized (DI) water to a concen-
tration of 0.2 M. While the APS solution chemically reacts with
the oated copper catalyst surface, a gentle ultrasonication (100
W) of the solution was conducted to ensure uniform cleaning of
the copper catalyst surface. The total etching process was
maintained for 10 min. The cleaned foil was thoroughly rinsed
in deionized (DI) water three times to wash away residual
materials from the solution. Finally, the cleaned copper surface
was dried with N2 and heated in a convection oven at 70 �C for
5 min to dry out the substrate. The process parameters of
pretreatment are optimized such that the surface of the copper
foil is uniformly etched without producing supersaturated
carbon clusters aer graphene growth.
2.2. Graphene growth and transfer process

Graphene was synthesized by a low-pressure chemical vapor
deposition technique (LPCVD) onto copper catalyst substrates
with and without pretreatment for the control experiment. First,
the substrates were preannealed at 1050 �C for 30 min under 50
sccm hydrogen gas ow with�500mTorr pressure to remove the
copper oxide layer at the surface and enlarge the grain size.
20872 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 20871–20878
Subsequently, 2 sccmmethane ow as a source for carbon atoms
was initiated and maintained for 100 min. Aer the growth was
completed, the chamber was cooled down rapidly (maximum
�200 �C min�1) by pulling the reaction chamber out, away from
the growth zone. During the cooling down process, the gas ow
was maintained as in the growth process. Then, the as-
synthesized graphene lm on the copper substrate was trans-
ferred onto target (SiO2/Si or exible polyimide) substrates for
further investigation via a conventional wet transfer technique
involving a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) sacricial layer.
Specically, the syringe-ltered PMMA solution (MicroChem
950PMMA A5) was spun onto the graphene/copper substrate at
2500 rpm for 50 s. Aer so baking the substrate on a hotplate at
90 �C for 150 s, the graphene layer grown on the backside of the
substrate was removed by oxygen plasma etching. This process is
essential to ensure that the unwanted backside graphene does
not aggregate on the target graphene layer at the front when the
copper catalyst is completely etched away. Aer etching the
copper substrate by oating the PMMA/graphene/copper
substrate on FeCl3 solution (1 M concentration) with a few
drops of hydrochloric acid (�35% concentration) for 1 h, the
remaining PMMA/graphene lm was thoroughly rinsed in DI
water three times. Finally, the rinsed lm was transferred onto
the target substrates by scooping the lm oated on DI water,
and the sacricial PMMA layer was removed by dipping the
substrate intomethyl isobutyl ketone and acetone for 1 h and 2 h.
2.3. Fabrication and characterization of graphene FETs and
organic FETs using graphene electrodes

For the graphene eld-effect transistor (FET) fabrication, the
transferred graphene on a highly doped p-type Si substrate with
a 270 nm thick SiO2 layer was dened as the channel region
using conventional photolithography. The channel width (W)
and length (L) were �30 mm and �3 mm, respectively. Then, Au
(30 nm)/Ti (5 nm) electrode patterns were dened on the
channel region via e-beam lithography and electron beam
evaporation. Finally, the electrical characteristics of the FET
devices were measured using a probe station (JANIS ST-500) and
semiconductor parameter analyzer (Keithley 4200 SCS) in
vacuum. For fabrication of organic FETs with graphene elec-
trodes, the transferred graphene on a heavily doped p-type Si
substrate with a 270 nm thick SiO2 layer was dened as source-
drain (S/D) electrodes using 30 nm thick nickel mask patterns
generated via an electron beam evaporator and a stencil mask.
Aer removing the nickel mask pattern to reveal the patterned
graphene electrode, p-type semiconductor pentacene
(purchased from TCI Chemicals) was thermally evaporated onto
the channel region to produce a channel width of 500 mm and
a channel length of 100 mm. Finally, the electrical characteris-
tics of the devices were measured using the same system for the
characterization of the graphene FETs.
3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows the overall schematic of our precleaning process
for a copper catalyst surface. In our approach, APS solution
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the APS solution-based precleaning
method described in this study.

Fig. 2 (a and b) OM, (c and d) SEM, (e and f) AFM images of the copper
catalyst substrate surface for graphene growth before and after the
precleaning process ((a), (c), and (e) before precleaning, (b), (d), and (f)
after precleaning). The black arrows in (a), (c), and (e) represent the
rolling striation direction, which is commonly observed in typical
commercially available copper foils. The inset images in (a) and (b)
depict photographic images of each copper substrate. Additionally,
statistical histograms of the height profile of the corresponding AFM
images are presented in (g) and (h) ((g) before precleaning, (h) after
precleaning).
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prepared by dissolving APS into DI water was utilized as the
precleaning etchant for the copper surface instead of other acid-
based etchants. APS is commonly known as a strong oxidizing
agent when dissolved in water. To be specic, aer attening
a commercially available copper thin foil via rolling it under
a cylindrical tube, the lm was oated on the APS solution in
a beaker, which can chemically react with copper according to
the following formula:

(NH4)2S2O8 + Cu ¼ CuSO4 + (NH4)2SO4

In the meantime, a gentle ultrasonication process was applied
to the solution to ensure uniform cleaning of the copper catalyst
surface. During this reaction, the oxidized copper is dissolved in
the solution without any harmful gaseous byproduct such as
nitrogen dioxide gas. Additionally, the etching agent does not
contain metallic radicals that leave metal ion residue on the
cleaned copper surface, which can result in high-density nucle-
ation of carbon during CVD growth of graphene. Here note that
comparison of other copper surface engineering approaches (i.e.,
surface planarization/electropolishing, annealing, chemical
treatment, etc.) are tabulated in Table S1.†

To elucidate the effect of the pretreatment on the copper
surface morphology, Fig. 2 shows the surface characteristics of
the as-received pristine and precleaned copper foils evaluated
using optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), and atomic force microscopy (AFM). As shown in Fig. 2a
and c, the pristine copper foil possesses cold rolling striation
lines depicted as black arrows in the images that are attributed
to the typical manufacturing process for commercially available
copper foil.17–19 These rolling striations are known to cause
preferential graphene nucleation because of mechanical
impurities such as pits or edges,18,20 and material impurities
such as metal residue or intrinsic carbon contamination near
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
the surface. As a result, they would eventually produce poor
quality irregular multilayer graphene and/or carbon clus-
ters.21,22,26 Fig. 2e and g show the surface topology image of
a pristine copper catalyst substrate analyzed by AFM and
a statistical histogram of the height prole, respectively. These
results clearly indicate the rolling striation lines exhibit both
waviness (long-range irregularities) with a maximum peak to
valley distance of �540 nm and roughness (short-range irreg-
ularities) components. The surface characteristics of the
cleaned copper catalyst substrate aer conducting our
pretreatment method are presented in Fig. 2b, d, f, and h.
Interestingly, we could not nd periodic rolling striation lines
(Fig. 2b and d). Morphological analysis revealed that the
cleaned copper surface exhibits increased surface roughness
due to mechanical (by ultrasonication) and chemical etching of
the surface, as shown in Fig. 2h. Although we did not lter out
the long-range irregularities in the pristine copper substrate,
the evaluated RMS value of the surface roughness of the cleaned
copper substrates showed a higher value of �402.6 nm than
that of the pristine substrate, �113.3 nm.

To investigate the effect of the surface treatment on the
quality of the synthesized graphene, we synthesized graphene
thin lms on both pristine and pretreated copper catalyst
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 20871–20878 | 20873
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substrates using the CVD process. Here, we used a typical
LPCVD (�500 mTorr) process that incorporates methane gas as
a precursor. First, the target copper catalyst substrates in the
furnace chamber were maintained at 1050 �C for 30 min under
hydrogen gas ow to remove copper oxides on the catalyst
surface and facilitate surface reconstruction.14,27 Then, methane
gas owed into the chamber to provide a carbon source for
graphene growth for 100 min, followed by rapid cooling of the
copper foil to suppress excessive carbon atom sublimation on
the surface by moving the reaction chamber away from the
growth zone. Fig. 3 shows surface morphological images of both
the pristine and the pretreated copper catalyst substrates aer
graphene growth in the CVD chamber. Here, Fig. 3a, c, and e
show surface morphological images of the graphene lm on the
pristine copper substrate, and Fig. 3b, d, and f show images of
the graphene lm on the cleaned substrate obtained using OM,
SEM and AFM. It was noticeable that the supersaturated carbon
clusters (marked as black circles) were found only in the images
of graphene lms synthesized on the pristine substrate. These
carbon clusters can be considered as densely nucleated carbon
layers rather than bilayer graphene. According to graphene
growth dynamics, the copper catalyst atoms are sublimated at
the graphene growth temperature (�1000 �C) while methane
Fig. 3 (a and b) OM, (c and d) SEM, (e and f) AFM images of the copper
catalyst substrate surface after graphene growth. (a), (c), and (e) show
graphene on the pristine copper substrate, while (b), (d), and (f) show
graphene on the cleaned substrate. Each black dotted circle in (a), (c),
and (e) represents an example of supersaturated carbon clusters on
the copper substrate. The inset images in (a) and (b) depict photo-
graphic images of each copper substrate. Additionally, statistical
histograms of the height profile of the corresponding AFM images are
presented in (g) and (h) ((g) on the pristine copper substrate, (h) on the
cleaned substrate).
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molecules are decomposed and dissolved on the copper foil
surface which is dynamic equilibrium process. Thus, if the
growth time is prolonged, mechanical impurities such as pits or
edges on the surface of copper foil which are preferential
nucleation sites for the multilayer graphene formation are
reduced because of the surface reconstruction, thereby bilayer
graphene could be produced.23 In the meantime, these carbon
clusters originate from the rolling striations that cause prefer-
ential graphene nucleation because of metal impurities or
intrinsic carbon contamination near the surface.17 Specically,
the as-received bulk copper foil usually contains localized
carbon contaminants along the rolling striations in the form of
structured carbon with C–C bonds. Unlike atomic carbon,
which would readily diffuse in the copper surface, the struc-
tured carbon contaminants andmetal impurities cannot diffuse
easily on the surface.13 As a result, the localized excess carbon
supersaturates the copper surface, which causes carbon clusters
along the striation lines. Especially in our experiment, we could
rarely observe the bilayer graphene, but the carbon clusters was
found due to relatively long growth time at the growth
temperature (100 min at 1050 �C with methane ow).

Meanwhile, the domain size (or nucleation density analysis)
is one of the critical factors that can determine the quality of
graphene. It can be investigated with the microscopic images of
the graphene on a catalyst surface. Before this analysis, the
nucleation density should be reduced to isolate the individual
nucleation sites without covering the entire catalyst surface.24 In
our experiment, however, we synthesized large-area monolayer
graphene which consists of polycrystalline graphene domain
covering the entire copper surface. Therefore, we could not
clearly distinguish each graphene domain from Fig. 3c and d to
estimate the domain size or nucleation density. Instead, from
the images, we could clearly observe that there is higher wrinkle
density in the graphene on the pristine copper surface as shown
in Fig. S1.† Even though higher wrinkle density does not
necessarily indicate the higher grain boundaries (i.e. smaller
domain size and higher nucleation density), it is known that
these atomic line defects such as grain boundaries in graphene
can induce wrinkles on graphene.25 Therefore we might expect
that the graphene grown on the pristine copper substrate
contains more number of domains over the same surface area
corresponding to the smaller domain size. Nevertheless, note
that more rigorous analysis about the graphene domain size or
nucleation density should be performed to provide a deeper
insight into graphene quality.

To examine the effects of the saturated carbon clusters on
the synthesized graphene lm, all of the grown graphene lms
were transferred onto SiO2/Si substrates, as shown in Fig. 4a
and b. A conventional wet transfer technique was employed that
involves a PMMA sacricial layer and wet etching of the copper
catalyst substrates.28 In contrast to a awless and uniformly
continuous graphene lm synthesized on the pretreated copper
substrate (denoted as clean graphene), as shown in Fig. 4b, the
graphene lm synthesized on the pristine copper substrate
(denoted as pristine graphene) shows a high density of circular
etch pits with radii of several hundred nanometers (Fig. 4a).
These defects attribute to the tearing of the graphene lm due
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 4 (a and b) OM, (c and d) AFM images of graphene transferred
onto a SiO2/Si wafer. (a) and (c) show pristine graphene, while (b) and
(d) show clean graphene. Each black dotted circle in (a) and (c)
represents etch pits in the graphene film. The inset images in (b) and (d)
are zoomed-in AFM images of each graphene film. From the AFM
image, it is found that the thickness of the synthesized graphene is
�1.0 nm, which corresponds to monolayer graphene. (e) Schematic
illustration of the generation of etch pit defects on the transferred
graphene film due to striation-induced carbon clusters along the
striation lines.

Fig. 5 (a) OM image of the clean graphene film transferred onto
a SiO2/Si substrate. Each arrow indicates three different random
positions where Raman measurements are performed in (b). The inset
also shows a photographic image of each copper substrate. (b) Cor-
responding Raman spectra of the positions in (a). (c) and (d) Raman
mapping images of the graphene film: (c) 2D/G intensity ratio, (d) D/G
intensity ratio. (e) and (f) Statistical histograms of the intensity ratio
shown in (c) and (d): (e) 2D/G intensity ratio, (f) D/G intensity ratio.
From the statistical analysis, the averaged values are found to be 1.684
and 0.017 for the 2D/G intensity ratio and D/G intensity ratio,
respectively.
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to striation-induced carbon clusters, which prevent the gra-
phene lm from forming a continuous layer. The surface
topology image obtained by AFM indicates these etch pits more
clearly, as shown in Fig. 4c. From the AFM image, it was
observed that the thickness of the synthesized graphene is
�1.0 nm, which corresponds to monolayer graphene.29 To
provide a direct evidence of monolayer graphene growth, high
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) result is
included in Fig. S2.† Therefore, we can expect that our
pretreatment is useful for producing highly uniform graphene
lms, which contain negligible discontinuous defects and
impurities associated with the rolling striations in a typical
copper catalyst substrate. Finally, Fig. 4e depicts a schematic
illustration of the generation of etch pit defects on the trans-
ferred graphene lm due to the striation-induced carbon clus-
ters along the lines. It is commonly known that the surface
roughness of the copper catalyst surface can affect the quality of
a synthesized graphene lm. However, from our results, a more
dominant determinant for improving the quality of the gra-
phene lm is the effective elimination of various impurities in
the copper substrate rather than the surface roughness itself, as
shown in Fig. 3g and h.26 This is mainly because even on a rough
surface, faceting of the copper surface, which will facilitate
high-quality monolayer graphene formation, is possible by
introducing preannealing during the CVD growth process.30,31

When the copper surface is annealed at the growth temperature
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
in the carbon-precursor-rich condition, the copper surface
undergoes carbon adatoms induced faceting which produces
the dense hill and valley structures on the copper surface
resulting in the high surface roughness. For example, Lee et al.30

reported that they could produce better quality of graphene with
the rougher copper foil because of the denser (i.e. narrower)
facet structures by annealing the copper foil while owing only
methane gas prior to graphene growth. They attributed the
reason that carbon adatoms can easily diffuse from one facet to
another facets when their diffusion length is larger than the
facet width resulting in more uniform distribution of carbon
adatoms over the whole copper surface. Thus, even though the
surface roughness becomes higher when the proposed
pretreatment was conducted, the etched copper surface can
easily facilitate narrower facet structures resulting in high-
quality graphene.

The quality of the graphene lm transferred on SiO2/Si
substrates was further evaluated with various analysis tools,
such as Raman spectroscopy and sheet resistance and optical
transmittance characterization. Fig. 5 depicts the Raman spec-
troscopy results for a transferred clean graphene lm using
a 532 nm laser. Graphene typically exhibits three characteristic
Raman peaks with specic peak intensity ratios depending on
the thickness and quality of the lm.32 Fig. 5b shows three
representative Raman spectra at randomly chosen positions on
the graphene lm transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate marked
in Fig. 5a. In Fig. 5b, two main peaks, the prominent G peak
(�1580 cm�1) and the 2D peak (�2700 cm�1), were clearly
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 20871–20878 | 20875



Fig. 6 (a) Sheet resistance of the pristine graphene and clean graphene films. Inset shows the 4-probe measurement system and an example of
the measured sheet resistance. (b) Optical transmittance of the pristine graphene and clean graphene films.
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observable from three representative Raman spectra at
randomly chosen positions on the graphene transferred onto
a SiO2/Si substrate. Additionally, the high intensity ratio of the
2D peak to the G peak with a negligible D peak (�1350 cm�1)
intensity, which corresponds to the defective non-sp2 domain,32

indicates high-quality synthesis of monolayer graphene on the
cleaned copper substrate. For further investigation of the
uniformity of the synthesized graphene lm, we measured
Raman mapping images on a 40 � 40 mm2 area, as shown in
Fig. 5c and d. The high intensity ratio of the 2D peak to the G
peak in most of the overall area in Fig. 5c indicates that clean
graphene is highly homogeneous. Additionally, monolayer
graphene with a small defective regions was conrmed by the
low D peak to G peak intensity ratio in the area, as shown in
Fig. 5d. From the statistical histogram of the intensity ratio
value at each point in the area (Fig. 5e), most of the graphene
region (>98%) can be considered monolayer graphene, because
only <2% of the measured area exhibited a 2D peak to G peak
intensity ratio below unity.32,33 This result may indicate that the
thicker parts of graphene or polymer residues came from the
sacricial layer during the transfer process.33 It should be noted
that these defective spots are not related to the cracks or etch
pits that are depicted in Fig. 4a because the homogeneity of the
Fig. 7 (a) Photographic image of a graphene film transferred onto a fl

graphene films on the flexible polyimide substrate under repeated bendin

20876 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 20871–20878
lms was thoroughly veried by microscopic examination
before the Raman mapping showed a low D peak to G peak
intensity ratio over the whole area (Fig. 5f).

Furthermore, we compared the electrical and optical char-
acteristics of clean graphene and pristine graphene to investi-
gate the quality of the lms. Fig. 6a shows the sheet resistance
values of the graphene lms using four-point probe equipment.
While pristine graphene has a larger average sheet resistance
(�427 U sq�1 using ve different lms), the cleaned copper
substrate leads to a higher quality graphene lm with a lower
sheet resistance (�282 U sq�1 using ten different lms). The
higher sheet resistance value of the pristine graphene is
attributed to more prominent incomplete/broken regions, such
as etch pits, so the charge transport ability will be degraded. In
addition, optical transmittance characterization was performed
to evaluate the quality of the synthesized graphene lms on
each copper catalyst substrate. Fig. 6b shows the optical trans-
mittance analysis results of clean graphene and pristine gra-
phene transferred onto quartz glass substrates. At 550 nm, the
graphene lms in both cases represent approximately 97.5% of
the transmittance of the light, which indicates that they are
predominantly monolayer graphene, considering the 2.3% ex-
pected light absorption in single-layer graphene.34 This
exible polyimide substrate (40 � 40 mm2). (b) The resistance of the
g cycles (0, 10, 100, 1000, and 10 000 times; bending radius ¼ 5 mm).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 8 (a) Transfer characteristic curve of a graphene FET. The inset shows a photographic image of the device. (b) Transfer characteristic curve
of an OFET using a graphene electrode and pentacene.

Paper RSC Advances
observation is in good agreement with the Raman and AFM
characterization results.

To investigate the potential of the synthesized graphene for
exible electronic applications, the mechanical stability of our
large-area synthesized graphene lm was also evaluated. Fig. 7a
shows a large area (40 � 40 mm2) of monolayer clean graphene
that was transferred onto a exible polyimide (PI) substrate
(Neopulim L-3430). The method used to transfer the lm onto
the exible substrate was the same as that mentioned in the
Experimental section. The prepared pristine graphene and
clean graphene maintained their electrical conductivity up to
104 cycles in a bent condition (R ¼ 7 mm). Furthermore, gra-
phene FETs and organic FETs (OFETs) with graphene electrodes
were fabricated. As shown in Fig. 8a, the average eld-effect
mobility of the ve different graphene FETs with the clean
and pristine graphene channels were found to be �1066 cm2

V�1 s�1 and �459 cm2 V�1 s�1, respectively, calculated by m ¼
gmL/WCgVds, where m is the carrier mobility, gm¼ dIds/dVg, L and
W are the channel length and width, respectively, and Cg is the
back gate capacitance. This extracted value is comparable to the
previously reported results of high-quality monolayer gra-
phene.35 Note that the Dirac voltage exhibits a p-type doped
property due to the polymeric residues remaining on the surface
of the transferred graphene.36–38 We also electrically character-
ized a pentacene OFET with graphene S/D electrodes. The
transfer characteristic (S/D current versus gate voltage, Ids � Vgs)
curve of the fabricated device measured at a xed Vds of �20 V
showed typical p-type FET behaviors, exhibiting an extracted
eld-effect mobility of �0.029 cm2 V�1 s�1. These results indi-
cate that the synthesized large-area monolayer in this study is
competitive to be utilized in various exible electronic
applications.
4. Conclusions

In summary, we propose a new approach to introduce a pre-
treated surface of a copper catalyst substrate for high-quality,
large-area monolayer graphene growth. Utilizing an ammo-
nium persulfate solution and gentle ultrasonication, supersat-
urated striation-induced carbon clusters observed on a pristine
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
copper catalyst substrate aer graphene growth can be effec-
tively eliminated, and thus high-quality monolayer graphene
can be synthesized. This approach has attractive advantages
compared to other wet copper precleaning methods using acid-
based etchants: (1) no unwanted or toxic fume byproducts and
(2) no metal ion residue, which will act as residual nucleation
sites. The quality of clean graphene was thoroughly evaluated
using Raman spectroscopy and sheet resistance, optical trans-
mittance, and FET device characterization. The analysis results
indicate that our pretreatment strategy can be benecial for
high-quality large-area synthesis of monolayer graphene that
can be utilized in device applications.
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